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This Porting Kit is for.NET Micro Framework Application developers who want to create their own firmware images
for.NET Micro Framework-capable hardware. The Kit includes: Solution Wizard for selecting the right set of features,
libraries, and memory settings for your device to create a.NET Micro Framework firmware image customized to your needs.
Programming Guide for porting new drivers, providing instructions for the use of the Micro Framework SDK and libraries.
Sample code for porting development drivers, as well as for the porting of the existing sample drivers available in the SDK.
Micro Framework Image for testing and debugging.NET Micro Framework firmware images on your.NET Micro
Framework-capable hardware. Read more: In the Porting Kit for.NET Micro Framework Developers (version 2.0) (includes
Samples) you will find: - Solution Wizard for creating.NET Micro Framework firmware images - Programming guide for
the.NET Micro Framework SDK and libraries - Sample code for porting drivers, as well as for the porting of the existing
sample drivers available in the SDK - Micro Framework Image for testing and debugging.NET Micro Framework firmware
images on your.NET Micro Framework-capable hardware. Useful links Blockly is the most popular drag and drop
programming tool for making interactive applications. It has a simple way of using draggable blocks to quickly build
applications without knowing much about programming. One of the features of Blockly is that it can run on mobile devices
and desktops, and it's open source, which means that it is free and can be downloaded, and improved and modified by
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Specify an arbitrary key for all the inbound keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a separate macro input or a
single key can be specified with a macro output). KEYMATCH Description: Specify an arbitrary key for all the inbound
keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a separate macro input or a single key can be specified with a macro output).
KEYCOMBO Description: Specify an arbitrary key for all the inbound keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a
separate macro input or a single key can be specified with a macro output). KEYSTART Description: Specify an arbitrary
key for all the inbound keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a separate macro input or a single key can be
specified with a macro output). KEYRESTART Description: Specify an arbitrary key for all the inbound keys in the macro
(each key can be specified as a separate macro input or a single key can be specified with a macro output). KEYEND
Description: Specify an arbitrary key for all the inbound keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a separate macro
input or a single key can be specified with a macro output). KEYBOTH Description: Specify an arbitrary key for all the
inbound keys in the macro (each key can be specified as a separate macro input or a single key can be specified with a
macro output). KEYSHIFT Description: Specify a specific key for all the inbound keys in the macro (only a single key can
be specified with a macro output). KeySensitivity List: Use the KeySensitivity List to specify the number of key presses
required to trigger a specific macro, or the number of times the Macro is run on a key press. MACROACTIONDescription:
Specify which macro will be run when a macro is triggered by one of the keymacth macros above. KEYEXPIRY
DESCRIPTION: Set the number of days the key will stay down after the key is pressed. MACROACTION DESCRIPTION:
Use the macroaction field to specify which macro will be run when a macro is triggered by one of the keymacth macros
above. KEYEXPIRY DESCRIPTION: Set the number of days the key will stay down after the key is pressed. Keymacth
Actions: Keymacth is an interface with several methods that can 77a5ca646e
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The Micro Framework is a.NET Micro Framework implemenation. It includes multiple aspects to develop small, resourceconstrained devices: multiple drivers and a driver API, multiple hardware components, an extensible runtime with a software
container (the.NET Micro Framework runtime), support for real-time processing, a framework for managing both
communication and storage resources, and a framework for developing applications. This document is based on the v4.0
release of the framework. The information is specifically related to the first version of the kit. The updated version of this
document has been integrated into the porting guide. The Micro Framework supports the creation of applications for the
MC9S12A8A board. The target hardware of this board consists of one MC9S12A8A board, one MC9S12A8L board, and
three 12.5 MHz crystal oscillators. The maximum memory for the MC9S12A8A board is 4 MB. The MC9S12A8L has an
increased amount of flash memory (512 KB) and includes the MC9S12AX board. The MC9S12A8B/C board is a higher
speed version of the MC9S12A8A. This board is compatible with the MC9S12AX board. The MC9S12A8A/L/B/C boards
use the high-speed crystal oscillators of the MC9S12AX. The MC9S12M0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 board is a replacement for the
previous MC9S12AX. It includes all the functionalities of the MC9S12AX, but is not compatible with the MC9S12AX. This
board provides a non-volatile flash memory (512 KB), and the high-speed crystal oscillators are provided by the MC9S12PX
board. For more information about the MC9S12A8A/L/B/C boards, please refer to the MC9S12A8A/L/B/C document. The
MC9S12PX board provides the high-speed crystal oscillators of the MC9S12M0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8 boards. It also provides a
non-volatile flash memory (512 KB) and a serial bootloader to support booting the MC9S12A8A

What's New In?
The.NET Micro Framework is a.NET implemenation for very small, resource constrained devices. With version 4.0, we
have added additional features such as Multi-touch, large displays, and more power management. In addition, this is the first
release under an Open Source license (Apache2.0). The SDK supports the development in Visual Studio of managed code
applicaitons that run on the.NET Micro Framework runtime. With this Porting Kit you’ll be able to create, modify, and
build Micro Framework firmware images that are customized to your needs. Using the Solution Wizard, you can select the
right set of features, libraries, and memory settings to provide the optimal image size for your needs. You can then write new
drivers, leverage native code routines through interop, and deploy them on your device hardware. To get started, please read
the introductory material in the Porting Kit documentation. The documentation contains a lot of useful information on the
Micro Framework architecture, build system, driver model, libraries, and how you these are used to create a new firmware
image for your hardware. In addition, we are extending our very successful newsgroups to include groups specific to porting
as well as the SDK so that you can exchange information with other engaged in the same process. As described in the
Porting Kit license agreement, you are free to use this Porting Kit to build as many firmware images as you would like for
testing purposes. The Porting Kit generates “evaluation firmware” images that are limited to 30 days of use. The Micro
Framework Porting Kit supports the adaptation of the platform to specific hardware for processors using the RealView, Keil
and GCC toolchains for the ARM processors (including Cortex) and the xxx toolchain for the ADI Blackfin processors
(others?). This package comes with sample port for the following processors: Atmel SAM9261_EK development board
(Atmel AT91SAM9261); Atmel SAM7X_EK development board (with the latest 512KB flash processor part); Phytec
phyCORE-ARM7/LPC2294; Rapid Development Kit PCM023 for NXP LPC2294 processor ; Crossbow MOTE2 platform
from Crossbow (for Marvell PXA271 processor); Freescale i.MXS development kit (Freescale MC9328MXS)board for
i.MXS processor The.NET Micro Framework is a.NET implemenation for very small, resource constrained devices. With
version 4.0, we have added additional features such as Multi-touch, large displays, and more power management. In
addition, this is the first release under an Open Source license (Apache2.0). The SDK supports the development in Visual
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: 64-bit version of Windows 7/8/8.1 Processor: Intel Pentium or AMD Athlon64 dual core or better Memory:
4 GB RAM Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9.0c compatible video card with 1 GB or more RAM Hard Drive: 10 GB free disk
space Sound Card: 128 MB of onboard audio Network Card: Broadband Internet connection Additional: Microsoft
Silverlight is required to play the game. Recommended: OS: 64-bit
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